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Abstract
In a diffusion process on a network, how many nodes are expected to be influenced by a set of
initial spreaders? This natural problem, often referred to as influence estimation, boils down to
computing the marginal probability that a given node is active at a given time when the process
starts from specified initial condition. Among many other applications, this task is crucial for a
well-studied problem of influence maximization: finding optimal spreaders in a social network that
maximize the influence spread by a certain time horizon. Indeed, influence estimation needs to be
called multiple times for comparing candidate seed sets. Unfortunately, in many models of inter-
est an exact computation of marginals is #P-hard. In practice, influence is often estimated using
Monte-Carlo sampling methods that require a large number of runs for obtaining a high-fidelity
prediction, especially at large times. It is thus desirable to develop analytic techniques as an alter-
native to sampling methods. Here, we suggest an algorithm for estimating the influence function in
popular independent cascade model based on a scalable dynamic message-passing approach. This
method has a computational complexity of a single Monte-Carlo simulation and provides an upper
bound on the expected spread on a general graph, yielding exact answer for treelike networks. We
also provide dynamic message-passing equations for a stochastic version of the linear threshold
model. The resulting saving of a potentially large sampling factor in the running time compared to
simulation-based techniques hence makes it possible to address large-scale problem instances.
Keywords: Influence Estimation, Dynamic Message-Passing, Independent Cascade Model, Linear
Threshold Model, Message Passing Algorithm
1. Introduction
Accurate prediction of an outcome of information diffusion from a given set of initial spreaders
is a challenging problem known as influence estimation. This is one of the first natural questions
that one would like to answer when studying a particular spreading process. Examples include es-
timation of the size of epidemic outbreak for determining the necessary quarantine and vaccination
measures Hethcote (2000); forecasting the impact of cascading failures in critical infrastructures for
determining the set of control actions preventing the outage Dobson et al. (2007); or prediction of
the outcome of a marketing or political campaign for an optimal use of limited budget and resources
Domingos and Richardson (2001). This last application motivates a popular influence maximization
problem, pivotal for efficient marketing, opinion setting and other spreading processes within social
networks, where the task is broadly defined as identifying a given number of individual constituents
who will maximize the spread of information, or influence, within a certain time window Domin-
gos and Richardson (2001). This problem was first mathematically formulated for the Independent
Cascade (IC) Goldenberg et al. (2001) and Linear Threshold (LT) Granovetter (1978) models by
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Kempe et al. in Kempe et al. (2003). A remarkable result for the NP-hard seed selection problem
states that a simple greedy algorithm guarantees a (1− 1/e) approximation to the optimal solution
provided the oracle value for the influence function. The challenge is that the exact computation of
the influence function has been proved to be #P-hard Chen et al. (2010) itself. Henceforth, in prac-
tice one typically resorts to approximation methods for carrying out the influence estimation task.
Existing approaches to influence estimation can be broadly classified into two categories: sampling-
based techniques and analytical methods, with or without rigorous guarantees. Without aiming at
providing an extensive survey of existing methods, in the Related Work section below we point out
most relevant references to the present work.
In this paper, we build on dynamic message-passing (DMP) approach and develop two low com-
plexity algorithms for an accurate estimation of the influence function in IC model in an arbitrary
time frame: DMPEST and DMPINF, for estimating the influence function at finite and infinite time
horizons, respectively. DMPEST and DMPINF correctly deal with the exclusion of the influence
of the node to be updated, and estimate the spread without any restrictions on the values of trans-
mission probabilities. Importantly, both algorithms scale only linearly with the number of edges in
the graph for arbitrary initial conditions, including the probabilistic seeding assignment. We prove
that DMP-estimated influence is exact on tree graphs and on graphs with the size of the loops that is
larger than the time horizon of interest, and still provides an upper bound on exact influence on gen-
eral loopy graphs. As the main focus of this work, we provide numerical evidence for the accuracy
and scalability of the DMP-based approach, and conclude with a few remarks on perspectives of
using DMP method for reducing the number of simulations in sampling-based approaches, as well
as on possible extensions.
2. Related work
2.1. Sampling methods
Monte-Carlo sampling represents a natural class of methods used for estimating the influence func-
tion Kempe et al. (2003); Chen et al. (2009); Du et al. (2013); Cohen et al. (2014); Lucier et al.
(2015); Nguyen et al. (2017). The crucial bottleneck within this approach consists in the time
complexity of Monte-Carlo simulations that grows with the number of graph edges |E|, campaign
deadline T and the number of runs R that are required to achieve a desired accuracy of influence
estimate. The work Du et al. (2013) estimates the number of samples required to achieve a cer-
tain accuracy in continuous-time independent cascade model, which however depends on the actual
unknown influence function. The sketching approach of Cohen et al. (2014) construct oracles guar-
antee constant-factor approximation approximations to the influence functions through samples of
influence graphs, however the number of required samples can be quadratic in the size of the graph.
Recent works Lucier et al. (2015) and Nguyen et al. (2017) provide advanced algorithms for reduc-
ing sampling requirements, and explore the possibility of distributed computations that is essential
for scaling up the problem size. However, even with these improved algorithms, the required ef-
fective sampling factor R scales at least linearly with the size of the network instance. Hence, it
is natural to search for methods that might potentially save on these factors necessary for sampling
methods.
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2.2. Analytical methods
Given the potentially high cost of sampling methods, it is desirable to develop approximate influence
estimation methods that do not rely on sampling, but still provide guarantees on the quality of the
approximation. STEADYSTATESPREAD algorithm for approximating influence based on a direct
application of the model probability rule has been suggested in Aggarwal et al. (2011). However,
this algorithm does not correctly account for the activation of the node to be updated, and hence
is not exact even on tree graphs. This fact has been noticed in subsequent works Zhang et al.
(2013) where inclusion-exclusion terms in the update step have been considered, and in Yang et al.
(2012) where an approximation based on the linearization of the IC model update rule has been
exploited. The paper Zhou et al. (2015) provides an upper bound on the influence function through
an approximate relation of spread at subsequent times via matrix of transmission probabilities. This
bound constitutes a basis for the UBLF algorithm for influence maximization Zhou et al. (2013).
However, this approach suffers from similar shortcomings as equations in Aggarwal et al. (2011),
and overestimates the spread even on tree graphs, while asymptotic approximation is obtained only
for small transmission probabilities and large number of nodes in the graph. Moreover, convergence
analysis of the series requires transmission probabilities to be strictly smaller than one, and the
resulting algorithm requires inversion of a system-large matrix which is potentially time-consuming.
Lastly, several other spectral methods have been developed for upper-bounding the influence at
infinite time based on finding the spectral radius of the adjacency matrix Draief et al. (2006), Hazard
matrix Lemonnier et al. (2014), or its refinement accounting for the sensitive edges Lee et al. (2016).
Several analytical approaches have been developed for particular cases or approximations to the
IC model. For instance, Kimura and Saito (2006) treats the variant of the IC model where propaga-
tion only occurs through shortest paths on the network. Liu et al. (2014) provides an upper bound
on the spread, but for the linear model where influence flowing into a node is a linear combination
of influences flowing from its neighbors, instead of a product leading to non-linear expressions in
the original IC model. Both approaches work as approximations for IC model only for small enough
propagation probabilities. Exact equations for estimating influence of a single seed on a tree graph
have been derived in Jung et al. (2012); however, the general case of an arbitrary set of active nodes
in the approach of Jung et al. (2012) requires the use of an oracle influence estimation algorithm or
sampling as a subroutine.
The main challenge in the analytical approach is due to the fact influence estimation repre-
sents an NP-hard inference problem of computation of marginal probabilities in loopy graphical
models. However, there exists a class of graphical model algorithms that are specifically tailored
to tackle this problem. These techniques are related to loopy belief propagation method, and are
commonly referred to as message-passing algorithms Mezard and Montanari (2009); Wainwright
and Jordan (2008). Recently, some of these methods have been generalized for selected dynamical
models, leading to heuristic algorithms for approximating activation probabilities in several discrete
and continuous-time epidemic, threshold and rumor spreading models Karrer and Newman (2010);
Altarelli et al. (2013, 2014); Shrestha and Moore (2014); Lokhov et al. (2015). Message passing-
type equations that are most intimately related to the infinite-time case in the present work have
appeared in recent work focusing on the computation of the cascade size distribution for homoge-
neous Burkholz (2019) and heterogeneous Burkholz and Quackenbush (2019) activation probabil-
ities, and in Abbe et al. (2017) where similar expressions have been used for establishing upper
bounds on the spread at infinite time using the non-backtracking walks approach, previously used
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for community detection problems Krzakala et al. (2013). Finally, as noted in Lokhov (2016), the
finite-time equations for the Independent Cascade model presented in this work are related to the
dynamic equations for the susceptible-infected-recovered model Volz (2008); Karrer and Newman
(2010); Miller (2011); Altarelli et al. (2014); Lokhov et al. (2015) used for modeling some epidemic
spreading processes, in the limit of deterministic recovery rate; as we will see below, a particular
dynamical rule for the Independent Cascade model allows one to obtain simplified equations that
contain only one type of dynamical variables, or messages, which make them practical for analysis
and implementation.
2.3. Additional Related Work
A large body of work has been focused on improving the scalability of sampling methods, but acting
as a subroutine for drastically reducing the number of unnecessary computations inside the greedy
approach to the influence maximization problem; see Leskovec et al. (2007b); Goyal et al. (2011);
Borgs et al. (2014); Tang et al. (2014, 2015) for a non-exhaustive list. Most of these methods are
related to influence estimation in the sense that they attempt to carefully prune the nodes that are
not important from the influence maximization perspective, see Chen et al. (2013) and Kempe et al.
(2015) for recent reviews. However, they do not necessarily provide guarantees for the influence es-
timation problem considered here. Notice that in the present paper, we focus on the task of accurate
influence estimation as a general problem that has applications for problems beyond influence max-
imization, for instance identifying the origin of the influence spread from measurements at sparsely
located sensors Shah and Zaman (2011); Lokhov et al. (2014), or estimation of model parameters
from partially observed samples Lokhov (2016); Lokhov and Misiakiewicz (2015). In addition,
there exists a large number of heuristic methods that aim at estimating the influence by completely
neglecting the dynamic model, e.g. those based on variants of random selection, weighted degree
distributions and node centralities. Although these techniques may scale well, we do not review
them here as their performance is not guaranteed and significantly varies in quality depending on
the considered model and setting. Finally, let us also mention recent papers that address the prob-
lem of direct estimation of influence functions from samples Narasimhan et al. (2015); Du et al.
(2014). This line of research is in some sense orthogonal to the present contribution where we as-
sume a well-defined model and develop an analytical method for scalable estimation of the influence
function.
3. Model and Problem Definition
3.1. Model
We study the popular model used in the studies of influence estimation and maximization, the
discrete-time Independent Cascade model Kempe et al. (2003). An instance of the IC model is
defined on a graph G = (V,E) with V and E ⊆ V × V denoting the set of nodes and pairwise
edges, respectively. At any time, a node i can be in either inactive or active state. A node i activated
at a time t has a single chance to activate its neighbor j at the subsequent time t+1 with probability
bij associated with the edge (i, j) ∈ E. Each realization of this diffusion process can be interpreted
in terms of a live-edge graph Kempe et al. (2003) defined on the set of nodes V and described by
a set of binary random variables d = {dij}(i,j)∈E associated with edges in the graph. Each edge
(i, j) ∈ E is declared live randomly with probability bij (in which case we set dij = 1), and blocked
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otherwise (and thus characterized by dij = 0). Given the seeds, i.e. a set S of active nodes at initial
time t = 0, the set of eventually influenced nodes is given by the set of nodes that are connected to
nodes in S via the live edges. We will say that node i is reachable from node j in time t on graph G
if there exists a path connecting i and j such that dij = 1 along all edges of this path and its length
is smaller or equal to t. Additionally, for the reasons that will become clear later, in the definition
of reachable nodes we exclude paths that traverse the same edge multiple times.
Another model that has been considered in the context of influence estimation and maximization
is the Linear Threshold model Granovetter (1978), where to each node i is associated a certain
activation threshold θi ∈ [0, 1], and i activates if the following condition is satisfied:
∑
j∈∂i bjixj ≥
θi, where ∂i denotes the set of neighbors of i, entries of b satisfy
∑
j∈∂i bji ≤ 1, and xj = 1 if
j is active and xj = 0 otherwise. We do not focus on this model in the present work because the
original version of this model assumes a deterministic dynamics Granovetter (1978); Kempe et al.
(2003), where influence can be easily estimated in linear time. It is however possible to generalize
this model by introducing a stochastic activation rule and non-deterministic initial conditions. For
completeness, in Appendix A we discuss the dynamic message-passing equations for the LT model,
variants of which have previously appeared in the literature for different settings related to this
model, see Ohta and Sasa (2010); Altarelli et al. (2013); Shrestha and Moore (2014); Lokhov et al.
(2015).
3.2. Influence function
The object of our main interest is the so-called influence function σ(S), that represents the expected
number of ultimately influenced nodes averaged over the stochasticity of transmission probabilities
b = {bij}ij∈E , or, equivalently, over the realization of d. As discussed above, this object is crucial
in the classical influence maximization problem that attempts to find the set of seeds of size k leading
to the maximum value of the influence. Although the influence function is essentially defined in the
large time limit when the diffusion process stops, in many real-world scenarios with a very large
number of nodes it might be desirable to predict the expected outcome at finite time horizon T ,
which may for instance represent the deadline of a marketing campaign Du et al. (2013). Let σt(S)
be the expected number of active nodes at time t; with this definition, the original influence function
σ(S) can be equivalently denoted as σ∞(S).
Classical formulations of the influence estimation and maximization problems assume a deter-
ministic selection of the initial influence set of nodes. At the same time, it is easy to think of real-
world applications with limited allocation budget, where an access to a subset of nodes for initial
seeding is limited or influencing any desirable node is too costly; there is always a possibility that
the initial seed might “change its mind”. Instead, one may imagine a scenario of massive targeted
advertisement campaign that attempts to reach specific nodes by spending more or less resources
on implementing the initial seeding. Formally, assume that each node i at initial time is activated
independently with probability pi(0), so that the sum of these probabilities over the entire graph is
equal to the total available budget:
∑
i∈V pi(0) = k. In this setting, the influence function should
be generalized to take into account an arbitrary initial condition p0 = (p1(0), . . . , p|V |(0)) of the
type described above. It may therefore be advantageous to develop influence estimation method that
can cope with this extension to probabilistic initial condition. Obviously, the case of classical seeds
represents a particular case where probabilities pi(0) for respective nodes are set to one or zero.
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3.3. Marginal activation probabilities
Let us denote pi(t) the probability that node i is active at time t, and ti the time at which node i gets
activated (with a convention ti = T + 1 if node i does not get activated before the time horizon T ).
Then, given the initial condition p0, the influence function at time t can be expressed as a sum over
marginal probabilities that nodes get activated before time t:
σt(p0) = E
[∑
i∈V
1[ti ≤ t]
]
=
∑
i∈V
pi(t), (1)
where the expectation is taken over the realizations of ti. Therefore, for producing an accurate
estimation of the influence function σt(p0), it is crucial to estimate marginal probabilities pi(t). In
the next section, we introduce our dynamic message-passing approach to the computation of pi(t)
in the IC model.
4. Dynamic Message-Passing Method
In this section, we introduce dynamic message-passing equations that will serve as a foundation for
our influence estimation algorithm. We will first start with a derivation on tree graphs, and will then
state approximate equations that can be used in the case of loopy graphs for estimating marginal
activation probabilities pi(t).
4.1. Derivation of DMP equations on trees
As a starting point, we notice that for each node i ∈ V the marginal probability pi(t) can be exactly
expressed as
pi(t) = 1− [1− pi(0)] qi(t). (2)
The equation (2) is true for any graph, and straightforwardly conveys the following meaning: the
probability that node i is active at time t is given by one minus the probability that i has not been
activated by time t. This last event is given by the probability (1− pi(0)) that node i was not active
initially times qi(t) that denotes the probability that node i was not activated by its neighbors before
time t.
Unfortunately, it is hard to compute the quantity qi(t) on a general graph. However, it is possible
to compute qi(t) exactly on tree graphs, whereby
qi(t) =
∏
j∈∂i
qj→i(t), (3)
where ∂i denotes the set of neighbors of i on the graph G, and qj→i(t) represents the probability
that node i did not get activated by its neighbor j through the edge (ji) ∈ E by time t. Note that by
definition qj→i(t) is conditioned on the fact that node i is not active at time t.
Figure 1, Left provides an explanation why the expression (3) is exact for tree graphs. Indeed,
if node i is not active, the influence of different branches centered in node i are independent as on
a tree by definition they do not have overlapping edges. Therefore, the expression for the marginal
(2) can be rewritten as follows:
pi(t) = 1− [1− pi(0)]
∏
j∈∂i
qj→i(t). (4)
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qj1→i
j2
j1
j3
i
qj2→i
qj3→i
j
i
qj→i
l1
l2
ql2→j
ql1→j
Figure 1: Left: Illustration of computation of qi(t). On a tree (dashed paths not present), contribu-
tion of different branches are independent, and hence expressions (3) and (4) are exact.
On a loopy graph (dashed paths may exist), the quantities qj→i(t) for j ∈ ∂i are not
independent, and factorization (3) becomes only an approximation. Right: Illustration of
computation of q(i)j (t). Node i has been removed from the graph, and does not influence
j. On a tree (dashed paths not present), contribution of different remaining branches are
independent, and hence expressions (6) and (7) are exact. On a loopy graph (dashed paths
may exist), the quantities ql→j(t) for l ∈ ∂j\i are not independent, and factorization (6)
becomes only an approximation. Both approximations (3) and (6) are good in treelike
networks, where dashed paths are long, or in the case where transmission probabilities
along the dashed path are small.
Let us now introduce a different quantity, pj→i(t), that denotes the probability that j is activated
conditioned on the fact that i is not. As previously, pj→i(t) can be thought of as an equivalent of
pj(t) defined on a graph where i has been deleted together with all its adjacent edges. Therefore,
similarly to (2), pj→i(t) can be defined as
pj→i(t) = 1− [1− pj(0)] q(i)j (t), (5)
where q(i)j (t) is defined in the cavity graph from which node i has been removed. The definition
(5) is valid for any graph, but, again, it is difficult to compute the quantity q(i)j (t) on general graph.
However, equivalently to (3), on tree graphs we have
q
(i)
j (t) =
∏
l∈∂j\i
ql→j(t). (6)
Equation (6) mimics expression (3), but for q(i)j (t) instead of qi(t). The difference is that the product
in the right hand side of (6) runs over ∂j\i that denotes the set of neighbors of j except i; this is due
to the definitions of pj→i(t) and q
(i)
j (t) that assume that i is not active at time t (or, alternatively,
that i has been removed from the graph), see Figure 1, Right for an illustration of this concept.
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Now, similarly to (4), the evolution of pj→i(t) for times t ≥ 0 on tree graphs simply reads:
pj→i(t) = 1− [1− pj(0)]
∏
l∈∂j\i
ql→j(t). (7)
At this point, let us notice that qj→i(t+1) can be expressed as pj→i(t) by recalling the definition
of these two quantities:
qj→i(t+ 1) = 1− bjipj→i(t). (8)
Indeed, the probability that i did not get activated by its neighbor j through the edge (ji) ∈ E by
time t+ 1 is given by one minus that both of the following events occurred: node j got activated by
time t (this happens with probability pj→i(t)), and the edge (ji) was live, i.e. dji = 1 (this happens
with probability bji).
Now substituting relation (8) in (7), we finally obtain the following equations for t > 0:
pj→i(t) = 1− [1− pj(0)]
∏
l∈∂j\i
[1− bljpl→j(t− 1)] , (9)
pi(t) = 1− [1− pi(0)]
∏
j∈∂i
[1− bjipj→i(t− 1)] . (10)
Once the conditional probabilities pj→i(t) are obtained by running the system of equations on graph
edges (13), the marginal probabilities pi(t) are estimated through equation (14) . Combined with
the initialization
pi→j(0) = pi(0) ∀(i, j) ∈ E, (11)
equations (9)-(11) constitute our dynamic message-passing equations for computing the marginals
in IC model on tree graphs. The reason for this name is that (9) can be interpreted as passing
“dynamic messages” (conditional probabilities pj→i(t)) along the edges of the graph.
4.2. DMP equations on arbitrary graphs
Definitions (2), (5) and (8) are valid on arbitrary graphs. However, equations (3) and (6) are no
longer exact on graphs with loops: as explained in Figure 1, the factorization over branches rooted
at node i is in general no longer valid because quantities qj→i(t) are not independent anymore due
to potential presence of loops. However, we can still use these expressions as an approximation. A
priori, this approximation is of a good quality as long as either of the two conditions are met: (i) the
graph is locally treelike, i.e. the length of a typical loop is large; (ii) transmission probabilities are
small. In both of these cases, the mutual influence between different qj→i(t) becomes negligeble
and vanishes while propagating through the loop. In the field of message-passing algorithms, these
conditions are usually formally referred to as correlation decay properties, and can be proven for
certain models Wainwright and Jordan (2008). Condition (i) is typically met for random graphs
for large enough N ; for instance, the smallest loop in a sparse Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graph with
coordination number c scales as logcN Mezard and Montanari (2009).
Taking the considerations above into account, we essentially use equations (9) and (4) as a
definition of the algorithm defined on a general graph with loops, replacing exact marginals pi(t)
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and messages pj→i(t) by their estimates that we denote by p̂i(t) and p̂j→i(t)1. For instance, it
means that we employ the following approximation for pi(t):
pi(t) ≈ p̂i(t) = 1− [1− pi(0)]
∏
j∈∂i
q̂j→i(t), (12)
where q̂j→i(t) = 1− bjip̂j→i(t) represents an estimate of qj→i(t).
In the end of the day, DMP equations for IC model on arbitrary graphs read for all i ∈ V and
(i, j) ∈ E:
p̂j→i(t) = 1− [1− pj(0)]
∏
l∈∂j\i
[1− blj p̂l→j(t− 1)] , (13)
p̂i(t) = 1− [1− pi(0)]
∏
j∈∂i
[1− bjip̂j→i(t− 1)] . (14)
Estimates p̂j→i(t) are obtained by running the system of equations on graph edges (13) starting with
the initialization
p̂i→j(0) = pi(0) ∀(i, j) ∈ E. (15)
Marginal probabilities pi(t) are then estimated through equation (14).
At this point, let us make a connection to existing analytical results for the IC model in the
literature. The STEADYSTATESPREAD algorithm of Aggarwal et al. (2011) is based on update
equations that are similar to (14), except that p̂j→i(t − 1) in the right hand side of the equation is
replaced by the estimate of the full marginal probability p̂j(t−1). Although the resulting expression
is similar to the update rule in IC model for a single sampling run, it is easy to see that it leads to
incorrect dependencies for activation probabilities even on a tree graph. In particular, it creates an
“echo chamber” effect, where node j can influence node iwhile being influenced by i at the previous
step, a situation clearly prohibited by the model. The algorithms of Kimura and Saito (2006) and
Zhou et al. (2015) can suffer from similar effects, while DMP equations correctly excludes this
kind of effect via dynamic messages. Interestingly, this effect has been accounted for in an earlier
work Jung et al. (2012), where equations for estimating influence of a single seed on a tree graph
have been derived; however, the authors did not derive the respective equations for the case of
an arbitrary set of active nodes, and instead wrote approximate equations that require the use of
a different influence estimation algorithm or sampling as a subroutine. In the case of linearized
scheme similar to the one in Liu et al. (2014), one should be careful and start from DMP equations
(13)-(14) that provide a better approximation to the underlying marginal probabilities. It is worth
noticing that most analytical methods reported better results in case of small transition probabilities.
We anticipate that this may be possible due to the correlation decay of the type described above, and
represents a natural behavior of approximation algorithms. Finally, as discussed in the Introduction,
expressions similar to the large-time limit (discussed below) of the DMP equations introduced above
have appeared as subroutines in Abbe et al. (2017); Burkholz and Quackenbush (2019), while finite-
time DMP equations are equivalent to those of the SIR model Karrer and Newman (2010); Lokhov
et al. (2015) in the limit of deterministic recovery rate, but involve a singe dynamic message due to
the peculiarity of dynamic rules of the IC model.
1. This is similar to how loopy belief propagation algorithm relates to belief propagation algorithm derived on a tree
graph Wainwright and Jordan (2008).
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Algorithm 1 DMPEST (G, b, p0, T )
Input: Graph G = (V,E), time horizon T , transition probabilities b = {bij}(ij)∈E , initial
conditions p0 = (p1(0), . . . , p|V |(0))
1: for (i, j) ∈ E do
2: Initialize p̂i→j(0) = pi(0) as in (15)
3: end for
4: for t = 1 to T − 1 do
5: for (i, j) ∈ E do
6: Compute p̂j→i(t) through (13)
7: end for
8: end for
9: for i ∈ V do
10: Compute p̂i(T ) using (14)
11: end for
12: σ̂T (p0)←
∑
i∈V p̂i(T )
13: return σ̂T (p0)
5. Influence Estimation with DMP
In this section, we use DMP equations derived in the previous section to estimate the influence
function under IC model.
5.1. Influence estimation at finite time
DMP equations represent the central part of the DMPEST algorithm that we use to provide an
estimation σ̂T (p0) of the influence function value (1), see Algorithm 1. It is easy to see that for in-
fluence estimation at finite time horizon T , the computational complexity of DMPEST is O(|E|T ),
i.e. proportional to the complexity of a single Monte-Carlo simulation of the IC dynamics.
Let us now outline some properties of the DMP equations (13)-(15). The following theorem
suggests that influence estimate obtained through DMPEST is exact when G is a tree.
Theorem 1 (Exact estimation on trees) The influence estimate σ̂T (p0) output by DMPEST is ex-
act if the underlying graph G is a tree.
Proof [Proof of Theorem 1] Directly follows from the derivation of DMP equations in tree networks
in the previous section.
Alternatively, the statement of the theorem follows from the fact that DMP equations (13)-(15)
can be derived using the general belief propagation approach on time trajectories Lokhov et al.
(2015) for models with progressive dynamics, while belief propagation equations provide exact
marginal probabilities on tree graphs. Perhaps more interestingly, it is possible to show that DM-
PEST algorithm provides an upper bound on the influence value on general loopy graphs, as stated
in the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Bound on the influence on general graphs) For general graphs, the estimate σ̂T (p0)
output by DMPEST represents an upper bound on the influence function value σT (p0).
10
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The proof of the Theorem 2 is given in the Appendix B. Theorem 2 states that DMPEST can be
used to quantify the efficacy of investment in a marketing campaign, providing a guarantee that the
spread will not rise above the bound given by DMPEST. On the other hand, a careful examination
of the proof of Theorem 2 conveys that in some common cases (such as locally treelike networks or
sparse random graphs) DMPEST can provide exact predictions for the influence even in the presence
of loops.
Corollary 3 Let L denote the length of the shortest loop in the graph G. DMPEST provides an
exact estimate of the influence if L ≥ 2T + 1.
In the spirit of the Corollary 3, it is possible to use spanning trees to construct lower bounds
on the influence function. Indeed, in practice, application of DMPEST to any spanning tree of the
original graph G will provide such a lower bound as it will neglect possible correlations coming
from the loops; a similar approach has been previously used in Abbe et al. (2017) using directed
acyclic graphs.
5.2. Influence estimation at infinite time
DMP equations (13)-(15) have low algorithmic complexity compared to sampling methods, essen-
tially saving a potentially very large multiplicative factor that is needed for gaining accuracy from
simulations. Still, the algorithmic complexity of DMPEST is linearly proportional to T . If one is in-
terested in estimating the influence function to a certain precision  at infinite time, there is no need
to use DMPEST with a large artificial bound on T : in fact, one can save this factor in computational
complexity, as stated in the following Observation.
Observation 4 (Influence estimation at infinite time) Influence at infinite time in the IC model
can be estimated with an algorithmic complexity O(|E|) only through the large time limit of DMP
equations.
Indeed, taking the t → ∞ limit in equations (13)-(15), we immediately get the following fixed
point equations for conditional probabilities:
p̂j→i(∞) = 1− [1− pj(0)]
∏
l∈∂j\i
[1− blj p̂l→j(∞)] , (16)
These equations can be solved self-consistently, for example by iteration until a certain tolerance 
on the difference between subsequent updates is met. The marginal probabilities that are used to
estimate the influence can be computed as follows:
p̂i(∞) = 1− [1− pi(0)]
∏
j∈∂i
[1− bjip̂j→i(∞)] . (17)
The pseudocode for the DMPINF algorithm based on equations that allows one to estimate influence
at infinite time is given in Algorithm 2.
11
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Algorithm 2 DMPINF (G, b, p0, )
Input: Graph G = (V,E), transition probabilities b = {bij}(ij)∈E , initial conditions p0 =
(p1(0), . . . , p|V |(0)), tol 
1: for (i, j) ∈ E do
2: Initialize p̂i→j(∞) = pi(0)
3: end for
4: while
∑
(j,i)∈E |p̂newj→i(∞)− p̂oldj→i(∞)| >  do
5: for (i, j) ∈ E do
6: p̂newj→i(∞)← {p̂oldl→j(∞)}l∈∂j\i through iteration (16)
7: end for
8: end while
9: for i ∈ V do
10: Compute p̂i(∞) using (17)
11: end for
12: σ̂∞(p0)←
∑
i∈V p̂i(∞)
13: return σ̂∞(p0)
6. Numerical Results
In this section, our goal is to test the performance of DMPEST and DMPINF in practice for real-
world networks. Thanks to Theorem 1, we know that these algorithms are exact on tree graphs,
so we do not present results on tree networks here. As explained in Section 4, existing heuristic
approaches Aggarwal et al. (2011); Kimura and Saito (2006); Zhou et al. (2015); Liu et al. (2014);
Jung et al. (2012) do not provide exact answer even in the case of tree graphs. We will focus
on testing DMPEST and DMPINF on loopy graph instances; Monte Carlo simulations with a large
sampling factor will be used as a benchmark tool to produce an estimate of the ground truth marginal
probabilities. Notice that this is a more detailed information computed by our algorithms compared
to a single sum representing the resulting influence (1).
We first illustrate the accuracy of DMPINF on a small real-world social network Opsahl and
Panzarasa (2009). We chose random transmission probabilities b distributed independently and
uniformly at random for each edge in the interval [0, 1] in order to test the impact of heterogeneous
parameters (that can be both arbitrarily small and large) on the accuracy of the message-passing
procedure. The estimated marginal probabilities are plotted in Figure 2, Left against the “ground
truth” obtained via 106 Monte Carlo simulations for k = 20 seeds chosen at random, and the
topology of the network is sketched in Figure 2, Right. It is remarkable that despite the presence
of short loops, DMP shows an excellent agreement with the ground truth, saving a huge sampling
factor for generating prediction compared to sampling approach.
In a synthetic experiment presented in Figure 3, we show that DMPEST is indeed scalable
to very large network instances with sizes beyond hundred of millions of nodes. Moreover, in
agreement with the derivations in the Section 5, we observe a linear-time scaling of DMPEST with
the number of edges in the network; in Figure 3, this is shown for the family of random regular
graphs, where |E| ∝ |V |.
In Table 1, we provide an extensive benchmarking of the accuracy of DMPEST on a number of
real-world social and web networks. For these tests, we had to limit the size of networks considered
12
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Figure 2: Left: Scatter plot representing marginals predicted by DMPINF versus “ground truth”
obtained by averaging 106 Monte Carlo simulations for T = ∞ and k = 20 randomly-
selected seeds on a Facebook-like social network with 1899 nodes and 20, 296 edges that
represents an online community for students at University of California, Irvine Opsahl
and Panzarasa (2009). The per-node error ∆pi(T ) = 1N
∑N
j=1 |p̂j(T ) − pMCj (T )| is
equal to 0.0044 in this example. Right: The topology of the social network used in
simulations. In this representation, high-degree nodes are placed on the periphery. This
network contains a large number of loops of short length.
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Figure 3: Linear computational time scaling of DMPEST as a function of number of nodes obtained
for T = 10 on random regular graphs of degree 3. Influence estimation on a graph of
size 108 takes only 20 sec with DMPEST, while MC simulations this task is essentially
intractable.
by hundred of thousands, in order to be able to run at least 104 Monte-Carlo simulations for estimat-
ing the marginal probabilities. We see that DMPEST yields impressively accurate results even on
these graphs with loops. Notice that the sampling-based approach becomes prohibitively expensive
already for graphs with tens of thousands of nodes, which makes it hard to use them in applications
where influence estimation subroutine needs to be called many times. At the same time, DMPEST
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Table 1: Test of accuracy of the DMPEST algorithm on various real-world networks. The per-node
error ∆pi(T ) = 1N
∑N
j=1 |p̂j(T )−pMCj (T )| is given here in comparison with the marginal
probability predictions obtained through 104 Monte-Carlo runs. In these experiments, bij
are distributed randomly in [0, 0.1] on each edge (ij) ∈ E, 1% (0.01N ) of randomly
placed seeds are selected at initial time, and T = 10.
Network N M ∆pi(T ) DMP 104 MC
name nodes edges error runtime runtime
UC Irvine social Opsahl and Panzarasa (2009) 1899 20,296 0.003002 0.08 sec 10.2 sec
GR collaborations Leskovec et al. (2007a) 5242 14,484 0.009101 0.04 sec 18.8 sec
Internet autonomous Rossi and Ahmed (2015) 22,963 48,436 0.001593 1.15 sec 1.6 min
Gnutella P2P Ripeanu et al. (2002) 62,586 147,892 0.000363 0.7 sec 5.9 min
Web-sk graph Boldi et al. (2004) 121,422 334,419 0.002523 1.7 sec 20.1 min
Amazon co-purchasing Yang and Leskovec (2015) 262,111 899,792 0.000469 6.1 sec 68.3 min
requires only a single run of the DMP equations, and thus results in extremely small running times
for these real instances.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an analytical approach to influence estimation based on dynamic message-
passing approach. This method provides an estimation of the influence function with an algorithmic
complexityO(|E|T ) for finite-time horizon problems andO(|E|) for influence estimation at infinite
time, which makes it possible to apply the developed algorithms to large-scale problems. Impor-
tantly, developed algorithms provide an exact estimation of the influence function on tree graphs,
and an upper bound on the influence value on general loopy graphs. DMP-based algorithms should
be especially accurate on sparse locally treelike graphs due to diverging size of loops. These prac-
tical aspects of the DMP algorithm were at the focus of this work: demonstration of an excellent
performance of the algorithm on a variety of real-world network instances, both in terms of the
quality of predictions and of the computational complexity.
Due to the upper bounds provided by DMPEST and DMPINF, these algorithms can be straight-
forwardly used in applications where estimation needs to be called many times, e.g. for pruning
nodes that have a week influence spreading potential. Corollary 3 suggests an even more interesting
use of DMPEST in conjunction with MC sampling methods. Indeed, we know that at finite times
DMPEST will provide exact influence estimation for nodes that have a treelike neighborhood, and
will only make a mistakes in the regions with loops. Therefore, it is possible to use DMPEST to
save a potentially significant number of samples for providing very accurate influence estimation
in sparse regions, and use MC sampling in dense regions of the graph. Moreover, lower bounds
that can be obtained in practice by running DMPEST and DMPINF on spanning trees of the graph,
can further reduce the use of MC simulations if the DMP-estimated marginals appear to be tight.
Empirical exploration of these directions is left for future work.
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An explicit algorithmic form of the influence functions paves a way towards developing new
heuristic DMP-based optimization algorithms for influence maximization problems, similar to how
message-passing equations have been used for other models in previous work Altarelli et al. (2013);
Lokhov and Saad (2017). In particular, it would be interesting to explore the settings of non-
deterministic seeding as DMP equations are valid for arbitrary factorized probabilistic initial condi-
tion, which generalizes the case of fixed seeds. Future work should also focus on the development
of robust DMP-based framework for dealing with uncertainty in parameters, which should be par-
ticularly useful for applications to the robust version of the influence maximization problem He and
Kempe (2016); Chen et al. (2016).
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Appendix A. Dynamic message-passing equations for the stochastic linear threshold
model
As discussed in Section 3, another popular model considered in the context of influence estimation
and maximization is the Linear Threshold model. The deterministic version of LT model described
in does not present any difficulty from the influence estimation perspective, as running a single
simulation is sufficient for evaluating the influence function. However, an algorithm that allows
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for an analytical estimation of the influence even in the deterministic case can still be relevant for
inference, optimization, or learning applications; message-passing equations for the this version of
the LT model appeared in Altarelli et al. (2013), and have essentially the same structure as dynamical
equations previously derived for an equivalent (in a certain limit) model from statistical physics,
zero-temperature random field Ising model (T = 0 RFIM), see Ohta and Sasa (2010) for more
details. Here, we consider a stochastic version of this model, where the activation of node i happens
with probability ηi when the threshold condition
∑
j∈∂i bjixj ≥ θi is satisfied, and for potentially
stochastic initial condition, similarly to the setting discussed above for the IC model. Dynamic
message-passing equations for this generalized model have been studied in Shrestha and Moore
(2014) for continuous time and in Lokhov et al. (2015) for discrete time (in the form of the equivalent
T = 0 RFIM). Here, for completeness we state the DMP equations for the discrete-time LT model
as defined above. The notations are equivalent to the ones used in the DMP equations for the IC
model.
pi(t+ 1) = (1− ηi)pi(t)
+ ηi
∑
{xk}k∈∂i
1
[∑
k∈∂i
bkixk ≥ θi
] ∏
k∈∂i:xk=1
pk→i(t)
∏
k∈∂i:xk=0
[1− pk→i(t)] ; (18)
pi→j(t+ 1) = (1− ηi)pi→j(t)
+ ηi
∑
{xk}k∈∂i\j
1
 ∑
k∈∂i\j
bkixk ≥ θi
 ∏
k∈∂i\j:xk=1
pk→i(t)
∏
k∈∂i\j:xk=0
[1− pk→i(t)] ,
(19)
supplemented with the initial condition pi→j(0) = pi(0) for all i and j, where pi(0) is a (in general
stochastic) initial condition for the node i.
Similarly to the case of the DMP equations for the IC model, equations (18)-(19) are exact on
tree graphs, see Lokhov et al. (2015) for details. Interestingly, it is shown in Shrestha and Moore
(2014) that no upper bound through mechanism discussed in Theorem 2 exists for the stochastic
LT model, although empirical evaluation of the predictions of the DMP equations still shows good
agreement when compared to the marginal probabilities of the model. The work Khim et al. (2016)
derives bounds for the LT model based on the spectral bound approaches, similar to the ones for the
IC model discussed in the Introduction.
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 2
Before proceeding with the proof of the Theorem 2, let us give an equivalent representation for the
probability (2) in terms of a live-edge graph:
qi(t) =
〈 ∏
l∈N it [d]
[1− pl(0)]
〉
(20)
Here, N it [d] denotes the set of nodes from which node i is reachable in time t given a particular
realization of d, and 〈·〉 is an average with respect to the realizations of d. Equation (20) has the
following meaning: the probability that node i did not get activated by time t is given by the average
over realizations in which all nodes that are reachable from i were not active at initial time.
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Similarly, in the live-edge representation, the probability qj→i(t) can be expressed as follows:
qj→i(t) =
〈 ∏
l∈N i←jt [d]
[1− pl(0)]
〉
, (21)
where N i←jt [d] is the set of nodes from which node i is reachable in time t given a particular
realization of d with an additional constraint that the corresponding path ends on the edge (ji) ∈ E.
Recall that by our definition we exclude paths that cross i: first arriving from another neighbor l ∈ ∂i
and l 6= j, reaching j and then coming back to i, which is consistent with qj→i(t) being conditioned
on i being non-active. Alternatively, one can think ofN i←jt [d] as a reachable set defined on a cavity
graph where all edges outgoing from i have been deleted.
The proof of Theorem 2 also makes use of the following two Lemmas that we state below.
Lemma 5 (Chebyshev integral inequality) Let f1(x1, . . . , xn), . . ., fm(x1, . . . , xn) be comono-
tonic functions, i.e. simultaneously non-increasing or non-decreasing in each of their arguments.
Then 〈
m∏
i=1
fi(x1, . . . , xn)
〉
≥
m∏
i=1
〈fi(x1, . . . , xn)〉 , (22)
where 〈·〉 denotes an average over the distribution of random variables x1, . . . , xn.
Lemma 6 (Overestimation of pj→i(t)) On general graphs with loops, estimates obtained through
(13) satisfy p̂j→i(t) ≥ pj→i(t) for all (i, j) ∈ E.
The proofs of Lemmas 5 and 6 are given in the Appendix C. The proof technique is similar to
Karrer and Newman (2010).
Proof [Proof of Theorem 2]
The proof starts with the exact expression (2), and unfolds with the analysis of each of the
approximation steps in (12), (13) and (14), making use of the live-edge graph representation. Let
us first notice that using definitions of the sets N it [d] and N i←jt [d], we have for all realizations of
random variables d:
|N it [d]| ≤
∑
j∈∂i
|N i←jt [d]|. (23)
An illustration for this observation is given in Figure 4. Assume that t = 3, and that the realization
of d is the one shown in Figure 4: all edges in the vicinity of i are live except the edge (i, j3). By
definition, the reachable sets read for this case: N it=3[d] = {j1, j2, l1, l2}; N i←j1t=3 [d] = {j1, l1, l2};
N i←j2t=3 [d] = {j2, l1, l2}; and N i←j3t=3 [d] = ∅. Notice that l1 and l2 appear in both sets reachable
through edges (i, j1) and (i, j2), and therefore . On this example, we see that as long as the realiza-
tion of live edges forms a loop of size smaller than 2t+ 1 in the vicinity of i, equation (23) will be
verified.
As a consequence of (23), the following relation〈 ∏
l∈N it [d]
[1− pl(0)]
〉
≥
〈∏
j∈∂i
∏
l∈N i←jt [d]
[1− pl(0)]
〉
(24)
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i
j2
j1
j3
l1
l2dij=1dij=0
Figure 4: Example used for illustrating the statements of Theorem 2. Given the estimation for node
i at t = 3 and for a given realization of live edges represented by d, both red nodes will
be counted twice in the right hand side of (24), but only once in the left hand side of this
expression.
is naturally satisfied because for some l (e.g. l1 and l2 in Figure 4) the terms [1− pl(0)] ≤ 1 are
counted several times.
The proof of the Theorem follows from the following chain of inequalities:
pi(T )
(a)
= 1− [1− pi(0)]
〈 ∏
l∈N iT [d]
[1− pl(0)]
〉
(25)
(b)
≤ 1− [1− pi(0)]
〈∏
j∈∂i
∏
l∈N i←jT [d]
[1− pl(0)]
〉
(26)
(c)
≤ 1− [1− pi(0)]
∏
j∈∂i
〈 ∏
l∈N i←jT [d]
[1− pl(0)]
〉
(27)
(d)
= 1− [1− pi(0)]
∏
j∈∂i
qj→i(T ) (28)
(e)
= 1− [1− pi(0)]
∏
j∈∂i
[1− bjipj→i(T − 1)] (29)
(f)
≤ 1− [1− pi(0)]
∏
j∈∂i
[1− bjip̂j→i(T − 1)] (30)
(g)
= p̂i(T ), (31)
where (a) is simply the definition (20); (b) follows from (24); (c) follows from the application of
Lemma 5; (d) is due to the definition of qj→i(t) (21); (e) expresses the application of the relation
(8); (f) follows from Lemma 6; and (g) is the definition of the marginal probability (14). The
statement of the theorem immediately follows from the application of (25)-(31) in (1):
σT (p0) =
∑
i∈V
pi(T ) ≤
∑
i∈V
p̂i(T ) = σ̂T (p0). (32)
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Appendix C. Proofs of technical Lemmas
Proof [Proof of Lemma 5] The proof for general n and m straightforwardly follows from a subse-
quent application of the well-known result for the expectation of the product of two comonotonic
functions f(x) and g(x) Armstrong (1993):
〈f(x)g(x)〉 ≥ 〈f(x)〉 〈g(x)〉 (33)
The simplest way to prove (33) consists in observing that due to the comonotonocity
[f(x)− f(y)] [g(x)− g(y)] ≥ 0
for any x and y, and applying expectation to the last expression.
Proof [Proof of Lemma 6]
Starting from definition (5) for pj→i(t), let us rewrite the probability q
(i)
j (t) in the live-edge
representation:
q
(i)
j (t) =
〈 ∏
l∈N j,(i)t [d]
[1− pl(0)]
〉
, (34)
where N j,(i)t [d] is the generalization of the reachable set for j in the cavity graph where node i has
been removed. The first steps of Lemma’s proof closely follow (25)-(29) while working with the
reachable sets in the graph where i is in cavity. Repeating the same arguments as in the in the proof
of Theorem 2, we prove the following relation:
pj→i(t) ≤ 1− [1− pj(0)]
∏
l∈∂j\i
[1− bljpl→j(t− 1)] . (35)
The rest of the proof follows by induction. Due to the initializations (15), we have pj→i(t) =
p̂j→i(t) for all (i, j) ∈ E. Let us assume that pj→i(t − 1) ≤ p̂j→i(t − 1). Then, substituting
p̂l→j(t− 1) instead of pl→j(t− 1) in the right hand side of (35), we obtain
pj→i(t) ≤ [1− pj(0)]
∏
l∈∂j\i
[1− blj p̂l→j(t− 1)] . (36)
But from the DMP update equation (13), the right hand side of (36) is equal to p̂j→i(t), from which
Lemma’s statement follows: pj→i(t) ≤ p̂j→i(t).
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